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confidence in data & 
information 
management
Give you ideas to share 
with your researchers









Data management plans 
Topics for today
OSC

























OSC Data backup & file sharing











What are you willing to lose?
Which data are crucial to                        your 
work?
The more often data changes                             










OSC Cloud services comparison
Space included 1 TB Unlimited 15GB
Price (per 
annum)
Free £55-66 Free (1 TB is 
£95.88)
File history Yes 30 days Yes
Support available Webpages from UIS Webpages from UIS Unsupported
Where are files 
stored?
Within EU Anywhere Anywhere
Live editing Yes – dependent on 
browser
Only with an Office 365 
licence
Yes
What types of 
data can be 
shared?
Unclassified, Cambridge 
only, or confidential data
Unclassified, Cambridge 




OSC Organising your data
OSC Which one is better?
OSC
Data organisation should be:
Consistent
Meaningful










Add any relevant notes to the samples/logs
OSC File naming conventions
Real life example
OSC File naming conventions
http://www.data.cam.ac.uk/files/gdl_tilsdocnaming_v1_20090612.pdf
OSC File naming conventions
OSC Managing sensitive data
OSC What is personal data?
OSC Tips for handling sensitive data
Don’t collect it!
Get informed consent from participants
Anonymise all data collected
Make a plan




Helps to move knowledge forward
Increases citations
Importance of negative results
Research reproducibility crisis
OSC Sticks
Helps to prevent misconduct in research and 
ensure integrity of results
Funder mandates
OSC
Store data for at least 
10 years
Describe your data





Add a link in your 
publication
How to share data
Help from the OSC
OSC Data management plans
OSC
Shows that the 







prepared to share data
What is a DMP?
OSC




Sensitive information and 
how this will be handled
Plans for data sharing
What does a DMP cover?








Always back-up your data in at least two 
locations
Be cautious of cloud services – especially for 
sensitive data
Find a system of organising/sharing                
your data and use it
Start planning data management and         
sharing early
Top tips
